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Abstract:

In JAERI, a feasibility study of HTGR-GT has been conducted as an assigned work from STA in Japan
since January 1996. So far, the conceptual or preliminary designs of 600, 400 and 300 MW(t) power
plants have been completed. The block type core and pebble-bed core have been selected in 600 MW(t)
and 400/300 MW(t), respectively. The gas-turbine system adopts a horizontal single shaft rotor and then
the power conversion vessel is separated into a turbine vessel and a heat exchanger vessel, hi this paper,
the issues related to the selection of these concepts are technically discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In JAERI, a feasibility study of HTGR-GT has been conducted since January 1996 under the
sponsorship of the Science and Technology Agency in Japan [1-3] . This paper was prepared
based on the results of this study. So far, the designs of 600,400 and 300 MW(t) power plants
have been carried out.

There are two types of core, that is, block type and pebble bed type. The former is considered to
have an advantage in the larger core capacity and the latter has a higher availability and smaller
fission products plate out. Then, in the 600 MW(t) plant, the block type core was employed. On
the other hand, pebble bed type core was employed for the 30(3 and 400 MW(t) plants. In the
reactor design, the design of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is one of the most important issues.
Then, some discussions are made in this subject.

There are three types of turbomachinery system, that is, GA [4] , ESKOM [5] and JAERI [6,7]
are proposed at present. GA's system is a vertical single shaft rotor and all the power
conversion components are accommodated in the one pressure: vessel. ESKOM's system is a
vertical multi-rotor configuration and each rotor is housed in each vessel. In the former design,
many difficulties are expected such as shaft seals, shaft vibration behavior, capacity of axial
catcher bearing and structural design exposed to high temperature and large pressure difference.
In the latter design, there exists an over-speed problem at the time of load rejection in generator.
Complicated flow pass may cause associated difficulties in the pressure seal and reliability in
the structural design. In JAERI's design, all the components can be designed based on the
existing technology and its reliability is sufficiently high. The replacement, inspection and
reassembling of turbomachinery are possible mainly by means of remote control devises. These
design items are discussed precisely.

2. DESIGN PARAMETERS AND REACTOR VESSEL DESIGN

2.1 Design parameters

There are well-known two types of reactor. One is the core with block type fuel elements and
the other is the pebble-bed core. In the framework of the above feasibility study, both the
designs have been conducted to examine and clarify their characteristics.

In case of block type, the modest reactor outlet gas temperature of 850°C has been employed
because the restriction of the maximum fuel temperature at the normal operation is most critical.
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The structure in the upper reactor plenum becomes relatively complex due to the more number
of control rods and the insertion of fuel exchange machine compared with the pebble bed. Then,
the simple reactor vessel structure without insulation or cooling and then, 9Cr-lMo-V steel is
employed and the inlet gas temperature was reduced a little from the cyclically optimum
temperature to obtain the high enough material strength needed to achieve the maximum vessel
diameter. Then, the main parameters are determined as follows:

Reactor thermal power 600 MW
Reactor outlet gas temperature 850°C
Reactor inlet gas temperature 460°C

Helium gas pressure 6 Mpa

Figures 1 and 2 show the flow diagram and the vertical and horizontal cross-sections of the
reactor.
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the 600 MW(t) plant.

In case of pebble-bed core, the higher reactor outlet gas temperature of 900 °C could be
achieved easily at the normal operation. In this type of core, the maximum temperature at the
depressurization accident is most critical. Due to the lower power density requested to prevent
the excessive core pressure drop, the vessel diameter is obliged to become larger than that of the
block type core. The original core structure developed by HTR-module in Germany is suitable
to adopt the thermal insulation inside the reactor pressure vessel to reduce the vessel
temperature. Then, the reactor inlet gas temperature to coincide with the optimum value from
the aspect of cycle thermal efficiency and at the same time the LWR pressure vessel material of
SA533 can be employed. The main design parameters are as follows:

Reactor thermal power 300 to 400 MW
Reactor outlet gas temperature 900°C
Reactor inlet gas temperature 550°C
Helium gas pressure 6 Mpa.

Regarding the thermal power, 300 MW was employed first and increased up to 400 MW in the
second step. Naturally, 400 MW will be more desirable from the economic aspect. Figures 3
and 4 show the flow diagram and the vertical and horizontal cross-sections of the reactor.
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Fig. 2. Vertical and horizontal cross sections of the 600 MW(t) reactor.
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of 400 MW(t) plant.
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2.2 Reactor vessel design

The reactor vessel design is very important issue because this requires high reliability and at the
same time its cost occupies a significant ratio in the total construction cost and moreover it
influences on the achievable reactor power or cycle thermal efficiency. There are three design
options are proposed as follows:

1) High RPV temperature and 9Cr-lMo-V steel
2) Cooling by the compressor outlet He gas and SA533 steel
3) Week inner insulation of RPV and SA533 steel.

Center Plug

Section A-A

04500

r Pressure Vessel

Fig. 4. Vertical and horizontal cross section of 400 MW(t) reactor.

The first option is the simplest, but the material strength of 9Cr-lMo-V steel at 500°C is not
high enough to achieve the large reactor power and cycle thermal efficiency. In addition, this
material is not yet authorized as the class 1 vessel material, which is required in the licensing
procedure.

The second option has great advantage to be able to adopt SA533, which is the RPV material
for the light water reactors. However, the cooling of RPV by the cold He means that the flow
passes for the reactor inlet gas and the cooling gas should be separated. This requires additional
space within the RPV and may affect the maximum temperature at the time of depressurization
accident. In addition, the cooling passage is obliged to become complicated.

The third option is similar to the second one. The difference is that in this case, cooling pass is
not influenced but, the high reliability of the internal insulation structure is required.
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2.3 JAERI's decision

The major characteristics of 600 MW(t) block type core and 400 MW(t) pebble bed type core
are compared in Table 1. It is not easy to judge which type is superior, but it should be pointed
out that there is no manufacturing design and fabrication experiences in the pebble bed reactor
in Japan and this fact is an additional critical factor in the selection. At the end of this fiscal year,
we will have data of both the construction cost and power generation cost estimated for these
plants. In addition, some studies will be implemented for the RPV design. Then, we could make
the selection in these options in near future..

3. ARRANGEMENT OF POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

Firstly, the power conversion system is classified into a vertical rotor and a horizontal rotor.
The second option is a single rotor or a multi rotor. The third option is a single vessel type or a
multi-vessels type. As there is no possibility of the combination of the horizontal rotor and the
single vessel, a number of probable cases will be 6. Among them, three designs are actually
implemented, that is, Case A (GA/MINATOM type), Case B (PBMR type) and Case C
(JAERI's type), which are shown in Figs 5 to 6 schematically.

Before comparing them, we had better to remind the fundamental features of the helium gas
turbine. Firstly, the long rotor length is needed because more number of stages is needed in the
helium turbine than that in the existing thermal gas turbine and usually two compressors are
needed to achieve sufficiently high efficiency. This means that the rotor dynamics behavior
becomes very important related to the adoption of magnetic bearings. The second is that the
coolant is the primary helium gas and the seal mechanism for the helium is much more difficult
than the air or steam. Therefore, a submerged structure with magnetic bearings is desired to
arrange all the rotating components. The third is that there are vast ranges both in the
temperature and in the pressure. This means that the integral arrangement becomes very
difficult. The forth is the existence of radioactivity in the turbine, recuperator and piping due to
the plate-out of fission products such as Cs-137 and Ag-llOm. Then, the maintenance by
remote control method is needed. These are summarized as follows though they are mutually
implicated and then very complicated:
1) Rotor dynamics behavior is important,
2) Submerged arrangement with magnetic bearings,
3) Rotating seal and absorption of thermal expansion,
4) Necessity of remote control maintenance.

Regarding the above-mentioned options, we have selected first a combination of "horizontal"
rotor and "multi-vessel". Where the multi-vessel means separation of rotating machines and
heat exchangers though only the intercooler is accommodated together with rotating machines
due to the strong connections with the compressors. This selection was considered to be most
desirable to solve the above problems and all the existing thermal gas turbines are horizontal
type and then this is effective to minimize the research and development works. Secondly, a
single rotor was employed to protect the over speed of rotor at the time of electrical load
rejection.

Regarding the other types, we didn't implement the design and we have no reliable data.
However, rough comparisons are tried. The results are shown in Table 1. Case A becomes most
compact and then it is most desirable from the economic aspect. However, it will be very
difficult to achieve good rotating seal, sufficiently high support stiffness to achieve the
acceptable rotor dynamics behavior. The size of axial magnetic bearing and its associated
catcher bearing becomes very large compared with the state-of-the-art technology. In addition,
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF THE PLANT DESIGNS WITH BLOCK TYPE CORE AND
PEBBLE BED TYPE CORE

Reactor Type Block Fuel's Core Pebble Bed Core

Power and Efficiency

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Cycle Thermal Efficiency

Net Thermal Efficiency

600 MW(t)

284 MW(e)

48.4%

46.2%

400 MW(t)

182MW(e)

47.3%

45.5%

Main Gas Conditions

Reactor Outlet Helium Gas Temperature

Reactor Inlet Gas Temperature

Helium Gas Pressure

Mass Flow Rate

850°C

460°C

6MPa

296.4 kg/s

900°C

550°C

6MPa

220.2 kg/s

Fuel

Enrichment

Average Burn-up

Fuel cycle

Fuel Exchange Working Time

15% (Packing
fraction = 35% and
30%)

HOGWd/tonU

450 day

82 day (Including
reflector exchange)

10%

100 GWd/tonU

903 day

On power loading

Core

Equivalent Diameter

Effective Height

Average Power Density

Pressure Drop

Maximum Fuel Temperature at Normal Operation

Maximum Fuel Temperature at Accident

3.70 m (Inner Dia.)
5.48 m (Outer Dia.)

8.1m

5.77 MW/m3

1.42%

1286°C

1575°C

2.70 m (Inner Dia.)
4.50 m (Outer Dia.)

9.4 m

4.2 MW/m3

6.09%

1165°C

1520°C

Reactor Vessel

Inner Diameter

Height

Weight

Material

Dose Rate due to FP Plate out on the Turbine Rotor

7.89 m

24.4 m

398 ton (Upper Part)

92 3 ton (Lower
part)

9Cr-lMo-V steel

160 mSv/h

7.30 m

32.4 m

134 ton (Upper
Part)

975 ton (Lower
part)

SA533

5.44 mSv/h
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF THREE TYPES OF ARRANGEMENT OF THE POWER
CONVERSION SYSTEM

Design Items

Aerodynamic design

Rotor dynamics

Magnetic bearing

Over-speed of
generator

Alignment

Field balance

Rotor replacement

Seal among
components

Thermal expansion
and insulation

Building area

Types of Power Conversion System

Case A (GA)

No problem

There exist more than
two bending modes
under the rated speed.
The high enough
support stiffness is
difficult to be
achieved.
The axial bearing and
its catcher bearing
become larger and
then exceed the
state-of-the-art
technology.

No problem

Maybe possible

Difficult

Possible, but tentative
fixation of rotor and
casing is needed.
Some leakage is
inevitable
Careful design and
some countermeasure
are needed.

Smallest

Case B (PBMR)

No problem

As the rotor length is
shorter in the sprit
shaft design than the
single shaft design, the
problem is mitigated.

Due to the smaller
capacity and sprit shaft
design, this problem is
mitigated, but still not
so easy.

In case of sprit shaft
design, the over speed
becomes higher than
110% at the time of
load rejection.

Maybe possible

Maybe possible

Possible, but tentative
fixation of rotor and
casing is needed.

Not clear

Maybe possible

Small

Case C (JAERI)

No problem

By means of insertion
of diaphragm
coupling, the rotor can
be divided into the
connection of simple
rotors.

Some developments
are needed regarding a
control of flexible
rotor, catcher bearing
and power amplifier.

No problem

Possible but the access
to turbine is needed at
the time of
assembling.

Possible

Possible, but
extraction space is
needed.

No problem

No problem

Larger than other
cases due to the
horizontal layout.

the high temperature surrounding the turbine rotor is worried about to realize the necessary
thermal insulation for the magnetic bearings and to minimize the thermal expansions between
components. In Case B, similar problems can be pointed out. However, the effects are mitigated
than the Case A due to the smaller capacity and shorter rotor length due to multi-rotors. The
most worried problem is the over speed protection in which the Electricity Enterprise Law in
Japan requires the maximum over speed less than 111%. hi addition, the complex structures are
worried about in the unexpected thermal distortion and larger helium gas leakage.
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Fig. 5. Three types of arrangement for the power conversion system.
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Fig. 6. Plot plan of HGTR-GT power plant.
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The drawback of our design is the larger building area for the horizontal turbine vessel and
associated rotor extraction space. The length of the turbine vessel is 32m. The lengths of the gas
turbine rotor and the generator rotor are 13.6 m and 12.9 m, respectively. Though both the
rotors should be extracted from the turbine vessel, only the length of 16m is needed because the
generator rotor can be moved aside laterally after its extraction, hi the real plant, more than 4
units, that means more than 1000 MW(e), will be placed at the same site in Japan. Then, such an
extraction space and a maintenance area can be used commonly. Therefore, the total space
could be saved as shown in Fig. 8 than seemingly expected.

Regarding the type of power conversion system, no controversy exists in JAERI except for
small options, hi the demonstration plant, the horizontal single shaft rotor and the two separated
power conversion vessels will be selected without doubt. However, some studies regarding the
vertical shaft design will be continued to clarify its technical feasibility.

4. SUMMARY

hi the feasibility study of HTGR-GT power plant in JAERI, some selections in the design
parameters or decision have been made. Those are the reactor type, the reactor power, the outlet
and inlet gas temperature, gas pressure, reactor vessel design, the rotor orientation and the
arrangement of power conversion system components. The reasons of selections are described.
Regarding the reactor type, both the block type core and the pebble bed type core are designed
and the final decision will be made in near future. The system parameters are 850°C, 460°C and
6 MPa for the 600 MW(t) plant and 900°C, 550°C and 6 MPa for the 400 MW(t) plant,
respectively. The decision of reactor vessel design will be made in near future. The rotor
orientation is horizontal though some further design work will be continued for the vertical
rotor to improve the economic aspect. The power conversion system components are housed in
the two vessels, that is, the turbine vessel and the heat exchanger vessel in accordance with their
functions.
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